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English 

 
 
Reading and writing learning centred around high 
quality texts: 

 
Text:   
 The BFG 
Written outcomes:  
 Character / setting description 
 Advert 
 Newspaper report 
 Persuasive letter writing  
 Instructions / recipe 
Text:   
 The Iron Man 
Written outcomes:  
 Diary entries (at two points in the story) 
 Letter of advice/persuasion (how to deal with the angel 

dragon) – opportunity to apply what pupils have 
learned in the previous unit 

 Poem (pupils write their own poem “Scrapyard”)  
 Newspaper article 
 Write the next chapter in the story  
 Narrative – write their own story based on the structure 

of Iron Man 
 

Whole school poetry focus (2 weeks in October): 
Text:  
The Dragon with a big nose – poems by Kathy Henderson 

(CLPE) 

 This is the City 

 Out in the City 

 Steel Birds  

 Street Light  

 Look at the Train  

Outcomes 
 List poem  

 Group poetry 

 Individual poetry 

 Descriptive writing 
 
Grammar and spelling: Past tense (simple); note-taking; 
organisational features of non-chronological report; 
descriptive language (adjectives, adverbs and noun 
phrases); present and past tenses including present perfect 
tense (I have done); time adverbs; variety of sentence 
structures – coordination and subordination (range of 
conjunctions); persuasive devices 
KS2 Punctuation: Capital letters, full stops, question 
marks, exclamation marks, commas in lists, inverted 
commas for speech 
 
 

Art & D.T. 
Art: We will be using our local area as inspiration for our art & design, 

this will include sketching, and creating a cut out city using mixed 

media, inspired by the work of artist Barbara Gilhooley. We will also 

debate the work of Banksy’s graffiti and create our own examples of 

street art.  

 

 
 

D.T: DT: We will use simple engineering techniques and household 

objects, such as sticks, to create our own bridges. 

 

 

P.E.  
1st half: Gym & tennis 

2nd half: Dance & football 

 

Science 
Working scientifically in Lower  Key Stage 2 
Raising Questions. They should be given a range of scientific 
experiences to enable them to raise their own questions about the 
world around them. 
Choosing a suitable scientific enquiry. They should start to 
make their own decisions about the most appropriate type of 
scientific enquiry they might use to answer questions 
Observations. They should help to make decisions about what 
observations to make, how long to make them for. They should 
make systematic and careful observations. 
Fair testing. Recognise when a simple fair test is necessary. 
Sorting and classifying. Talk about the criteria for grouping, 
sorting and classifying and use simple keys. 
Secondary sources. They should recognise when and how 
secondary sources might help them to answer questions that 
cannot be answered through practical investigations. 
Choosing equipment. They should help to make decisions about 
the type of simple equipment that might be used. They should 
learn how to use new equipment, such as a data loggers and 
thermometers, appropriately. 
Collecting data. They should collect data from their own 
observations and measurements. 
Measuring. They should use standard units. 
Recording. They should make decisions as to how to record in 
notes, drawings, labelled diagrams, bar charts or simple tables. 
Pupils should use relevant scientific language to communicate ideas 
and findings in ways that are appropriate for different audiences. 
Analysing data. They should make decisions as to how to analyse 
the data. They should begin to look for patterns and decide what 
data to collect to identify them. With help, pupils should look for 
changes, patterns, similarities and differences in their data in order 
to draw simple conclusions and answer questions. With support, 
they should identify new questions arising from the data, making 
predictions for new values within or beyond the data  

Making improvements. They should find ways of improving what 

they have already done. 

 

Autumn term topics 
Forces and Magnets Compare how things move on different 
surfaces 
 Notice that some forces need contact between two objects, 

but magnetic forces can act at a distance 
 Observe how magnets attract or repel each other and attract 

some materials and not others 
 Compare and group together a variety of everyday materials 

on the basis of whether they are attracted to a magnet, and 
identify some magnetic materials  

 Describe magnets as having two poles 
 Predict whether two magnets will attract or repel each other, 

depending on which poles are facing. 
Light (to be continued in the spring term): 
 Recognise that they need light in order to see things and that 

dark is the absence of light  
 Notice that light is reflected from surfaces  
 Recognise that light from the sun can be dangerous and that 

there are ways to protect their eyes  
 Recognise that shadows are formed when light is blocked by a 

solid object  
 Find patterns in the way that the sizes of shadows change.  
 

 

Geography & History 
We will be using maps of the local community to find out how to use a 

map key & locate some of the symbols on a map. We’ll also use the 
maps to follow a simple route of the local area. We will also be looking 
at what could be done to help the environment in our local community. 
We will find out about the history of the local area and the impact that 

it has on our current surroundings. 

 

Computing 
 Do you like my presentation? 
 Can your robot make shapes? 
 Words words words 

 

P.S.H.E 
 E-Safety – Online Chat 
 Online Privacy – The Secrets Jar/E-Protection/It’s Personal 
 Rules – I’m In Charge! 
 Thinking Ahead – Lesson Planning 
 Taking the Lead – Learning Time 

 Loss / Separation – Lost! 
 Loss / Separation – Found! 

Maths 
Place Value 
Place 2-digit and 3-digit numbers on lines  
Understand PV in 3-digit numbers 
Place value in money: add/subtract  
 
Addition and Subtraction 
Column calculation is covered in Year 4 
Number facts and inverse operations  
Using number facts to add/subtract  
Add/subtract: efficient mental strategies 
Partitioning to add 
Using place value to add/subtract  
Mental calculation – complements to 100  
Mental subtraction – counting up  
 
Multiplication and Division 
Revision of 2x, 5x and 10x tables: x and ÷ 
Multiplication/division facts: 3x and 4x 
Division using facts and remainders  
Double nos <51; halve even nos <101 
Mental strategies for x and ÷ 
Times tables; multiplication/division 
 
Measures and Data 
Measure length (m/cm) and convert units 
Measure weights (kg/g); use bar charts  
Measure capacities (ml/l); use bar charts  
Measure perimeters; use bar charts 
 

R.E. 
Creation 

Think about how we can help the family to which we belong. Think 

about what it means to belong to the family of the Church and how it 

helps us. Know that we join the Church when we receive the 

Sacrament of Baptism. Know about some of the signs and symbols 

used in Baptism. Know about the importance of promises made at 

Baptism by parents and godparents. 

Mary the mother of God 

Know that God called Mary to be the Mother of His Son. Know that 

Mary went to visit her cousin Elizabeth. Know about the Mystery of the 

Incarnation. Understand that Advent is a time to prepare to celebrate 

the birth of Jesus and how we can prepare. Know about the birth of 

Jesus and what it means for us. Know that the Wise Men came to 

worship Jesus. Think about gifts we can offer him 

 

 

 

We are so lucky to live in the big, bold city, 
where the lights are bright and every street has a 

story to tell. Explore with fresh eyes the art of 
the city, then capture a moment in time – 

perhaps a reflection on a building or a shadow 
passing by.  

 
How could you improve the local environment? 
Maybe add more colour or light? Thinking of 

ways to be environmentally friendly? More things 
to do? Now light up the city with creations of 

your own…a statue, a light show or street art? 
 

Ideas for topic texts to read at home: London for children, Madeleine in London, Look inside London, 
Katie in London, This is London 

 
 

Music 
Recorders sticks and songs: This programme builds up a class 
ensemble and incorporates singing (unison to 4 part), playing, 
improvisation and performance. Recorder notes are gradually 
introduced (unison to 2 part). Breathing technique is developed to 
support both singing and playing. Notation animations support 
music reading skills for both percussion and recorder parts.  

 

French 
Greetings, numbers 1-20, classroom instructions, colours, fruits, 

days of the week, months of the year. 

 


